By Jerri-Lynn Seefeld
The Julius Adams Stratton Building must be closed completely to faculty involved in outside activities to accommodate Vice President George Bush’s planned visit on October 30, according to Student Center Committee Chairman, Monahan.

"Indications are at this point," he notes, "there appears to be no intent to shut down the facility or restrict upper floor use.

Oliveri continued, “certain activities will be curtailed,” but it is too early to tell exactly what those activities will be.

According to Mei Chiu ’82, Student Center Committee Chairman, Monahan indicated, “We [the Secret Service and the rest of Bush’s entourage] want to interfere as little as possible with what is going on here [the Student Center].”

Chiu also indicated, “He [Monahan] saw no need to close off the second and third floors but indicated Oliveri’s concern. Chiu noted, “The access will be controlled, at least for a time.” Commenting on the possibility that the entire Student Center might be closed, Oliveri said, “They will not close it.”

Instead of closing, noted Oliveri, “I would say ‘restrict’

Harvard to enact conflicts policy

By Tony Zamparini
Harvard University’s Faculty Council has approved new guidelines that will require professors with “unnecessary” conflicts of interest or commitments to report them to a special faculty committee.

Faculty at many universities, including MIT and Harvard, are encouraged to involve themselves in outside consulting or government work to broaden their work. Very often the outside activities very much add to a faculty member’s knowledge of an area,” said Walter Rosenblith, former MIT Provost.

“I don’t think there are more faculty involved in outside activities now than there were a few years ago,” said Dean Paul C. Martin, Harvard Physics Professor, “but we are more aware of the problems.”

MIT policy limits professors’ outside activities to one a week. The Council on Outside Professional Activities at MIT has jurisdiction over all possible cases of conflict of interest.

Under MIT policy, conflict of interest, department heads are expected to report any possible conflicts to the Committee on Outside Professional Activities. Faculty members also bring incidents to the committee. “Department heads sometimes hesitate to push their colleagues on possible conflicts,” Rosenblith

Alumni Fund gifts up to $1 million

By Burton Kafka
MIT received $47.3 million in contributions for the 1981 fiscal year, according to Professor Samuel A. Goldblith ’40, Vice President for Resource Development.

“Major gifts from alumni and friends made a large part of the difference between this year and last year,” Goldblith explained. Contributions to the Alumni Fund rose from $6.3 million to $7.2 million, according to the MIT Alumni Fund Annual Report 1981.

William J. Hecht, Executive Vice President of the Alumni Association, said that the total amount of donations received from alumni is much larger than in the Fund. He reported a total of $20.9 million in 1981, compared with $12.8 million in 1980.

“Recently, many reunion classes, especially those of 1941 and 1942, have given professorships, which are worth up to $1 million,” Hecht said. “Additionally, we continue our efforts to have more participation by alumni, to develop upgrading in their contributions, and to cultivate donors in general terms.”

“While funds are obviously needed, the past 50 years every MIT student has received a hidden scholarship provided by donations from alumni, and we feel that it should be paid back in the form of dialogues, connections, and opportunities,” Hecht added.

Goldblith also said that corporate donations were up $1.4 million to $16.2 million, and contributions from foundations were up $0.1 million to $10.2 million.

EE revises transfer policy

By John J. Ying
Although enrollment continues to rise dramatically in the Electrical Engineering Department, Associate Department Head Richard Adler said that there is no method to limit enroll-
Harvard has new regs on conflict

(Continued from page 1)

"We do get involved in disciplinary cases, [but] we are not the ones who discipline," noted University Huo ‘56, Electrical Engineering professor and chairman of the Committee on Outside Professional Activities.

Walter Gilbert, a Nobel Prize-winning Harvard biochemist, has been granted a leave of absence from teaching so he can become chief executive officer of Biogen, a genetic-engineering firm.

The new Harvard rule will set up a Faculty Committee on Conflicts of Interest to which all faculty with potential conflicts should report. Specific guidelines are also specified in the new rules.

Harvard faculty, for example, will be limited to spending 20 percent of their time in outside activities. The new committee can only consider cases that professors voluntarily bring before it.

Errata

Percentages of MIT students enrolled in Reserve Officers’ Training Corps programs were incorrectly reported on Friday, September 26, since the number of students in MIT’s program are not all MIT students. Other participants include students from Harvard College, Tufts University, Boston University, and Wellesley College.

President Paul E. Gray ’54 did not endorse testimony by a group of college presidents before the House Armed Services Committee calling for more defense spending at universities as stated in an editorial on September 29.

Transfers can not switch into EECs

(Continued from page 1)

Lastly, the department has limited the number of jobs in their on-campus program, which has grown steadily since 1972 to the point that it comprises 18% of all electrical engineering and computer science undergraduates. This should ease the pressure on the department’s masters degree program.

The root of the overcrowding problem stems from a simultaneous increase in the number of students coupled with a decline in the number of faculty members since 1970. Professor Adler commented that if Electrical Engineering continues to grow at its present rate, it will be larger than the entire School of Science in less than five years.

Professor Adler also noted that the most serious problem is not in the classroom since the number of students enrolled has increased only modestly since 1970. He attributes this to the increasing size of individual students to take fewer department offerings each year. He observed that the increasing student to faculty ratio has affected the thesis advisor and academic advisor aspect very strongly. He predicted that this is where electrical engineering overcrowding will be most acutely felt.

**Harvard has new regs on conflict**

**Transfers can not switch into EECs**

**Errata**

**Save 24% on Cuisinart**

Meet our Cuisinart Consultant who will be demonstrating in our housewares department.

**11-3 pm Oct 9 at MIT**

**Talk To Motorola’s Corporate Recruiter About Our Software Engineering Development Program**

**Campus Interviews October 14th**

**Harvard Cooperative Society**

MIT Harvard Square
World

 Civilians to take part in West Bank administration — Some government services in the Israeli-occupied West Bank will be placed under civilian administration beginning December 1, according to Cabinet Secretary Aryeh Naor. The Israeli Cabinet voted unanimously on Sunday to accept a plan submitted by Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, under which ultimate authority over the West Bank will remain in the hands of the Israeli military. Said Naor, “The military government cannot be replaced by Israeli civilians.”

Prison reforms in Northern Ireland pledged — James Prior, Northern Ireland Secretary for the British government, promised Sunday to introduce prison reforms for all inmates in Northern Ireland. “There are certain reforms which can be introduced,” he said. “We will now try to see what we can do about them.” Prior did not reveal what specific actions might be taken, but is reported to be discussing the still-undeclared recommendations of the International Red Cross delegation with prison officials in Ulster.

Solidarity demands price freeze, ejects ministers from meeting — Solidarity trade union leader Lech Walesa wanted a Polish government minister yesterday that price increases planned for cigarettes and other goods would provoke violence. The first national congress of the independent trade union voted to remove Polish Finance Minister Marian Krezak and Price Minister Zdzislav Krasinski from the meeting hall until the changes are cancelled. Walesa told the ministers, who attended the congress to defend the price hikes, “It is a simple matter for you to go on television and suspend the price increase. Otherwise there will be brawls, and we will be able to control them while you won’t.”

$30 million in drugs seized in Pakistan — Police in Karachi, Pakistan raided the basement of a house there Sunday, confiscating 3,900 pounds of hashish, 44 pounds of hashish oil, and 4.4 pounds of heroin, valued at about $30 million.

Nation

Oswald grave exhumed — A team of examining pathologists concluded Sunday that the body buried in the grave of Lee Harvey Oswald is that of the accused assassin of President John F. Kennedy. “We hope this puts the matter to rest without further questions as to the identity of the body,” said Dr. Linda Norton, head of the team of pathologists. The findings disproved a theory that the body might be that of a Soviet agent sent to the United States to kill Kennedy in 1963.

Reagan holds luncheon for AWACS sale — President Ronald Reagan hosted a luncheon at the White House yesterday for past officials of the State Department, the Defense Department and the National Security Agency to express their agreement with his decision to sell advanced Airborne Warning and Command System (AWACS) planes to Saudi Arabia. Henry Kissinger, Harold Brown, and Zbigniew Brzezinski were among those expressing the Presidential statement that “The rejection of this sale would damage the ability of the United States” to conduct foreign policy effectively.

Defense Secretary, Joint Chiefs Chairman disagree on MX — Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, testifying before a Senate committee yesterday, was unable to answer questions as to whether the nation would be reinforced or how much the Reagan Administration proposal to base 100 MX missiles in existing Minuteman silos in existing Minuteman silos in Nevada will cost. General David C. Jones, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told the same committee he prefers the Carter Administration’s proposal to base the MX in a complex array of sites to protect them from enemy attack.

Local

“Meet me at the corner of Mass. Ave. and what?” — The Cambridge City Council voted last week to change the name of Beacon Street to John F. Kennedy Street, in honor of the late President. The change resulted from a motion introduced by Councillor Alfred E. Veliutze.

Sports

Baseball playoffs to begin today — Major league baseball’s “second season” ended last night, with Kansas City’s 9-0 victory over Cleveland to clinch the AL West second-half title. This afternoon, the Royals host the Oakland A’s at the Houston Astrodome to host the Los Angeles Dodgers tonight. Tomorrow, the New York Yankees travel to Milwaukee to face the Brewers and Philadelphia Phifties meet the Expos in Montreal.

Quarterback catches his own pass — New York Jets quarterback Richard Todd was both the passer and receiver of a pass Sunday in a game against the Dolphins. The pass was knocked back into Todd’s arms by a Miami defender, after which Todd turned the freak play into a one-yard gain. The game ended in a 28-28 tie.

Weather

Increasing cloudiness during the day with showers and thunderstorms beginning late this afternoon or this evening. A cold front will move through early tomorrow morning dropping overnight lows to near 50. Variable cloudiness tomorrow with fresh northwest winds and highs in the upper 50’s, turning colder tomorrow night with lows in the mid 40’s. Thursday will be mostly sunny with light winds and a high near 60.

James Franklin

The world of communications is changing at an unprecedented pace. Here is an industry where your fresh ideas and energy will be welcome. Satellite and cable technologies will soon dominate the most vast communications network imaginable. You can contribute to this exciting evolution when you join our elite engineering community.

Thinking strategically led us to our position as an acknowledged leader in the design and manufacture of equipment for satellite communications, cable television, energy management, and house security systems. Scientific-Atlanta’s leadership extends to the manufacture and sale of test and measurement instruments for industrial, telecommunication and government applications.

Careers In Communications And Instrumentation

At Scientific-Atlanta, we expect you to stretch yourself to meet a diversity of challenges. You will share this fast-paced environment with top professionals who are pioneers in the communications and instrumentation fields. Your career potential is unlimited. Our 50% ownership in sales over the past five years is only one indication of our growth that awaits you.

If you are an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER and have an interest in design work in the hardware or software areas, visit your placement office and arrange to meet with us on October 20 & 21 or contact our Corporate Employment Department at 1-800-241-5346.

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
One Technology Parkway
Duluth, Georgia 30096
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H
**Editorials**

**Retain flexibility of status quo**

**Editor's note:** This is one of the first three editorials discussing the reorganization of the Office of the Campus Program Subcommittees of the Committee on Educational Policy.

The Pace and Programs Subcommittee has just released the first of the subcommittees reports being prepared in conjunction with the Committee on Educational Policy’s curriculum review. The report’s recommendations on allocation of subject units do not, however, address the problems cited by the subcommittee.

The subcommittee cited two primary problems with the current system of assigning academic weights to classes. The proposal currently under consideration by the Committees concurs with the common perception that humanities classes are less important than technical subjects, according to the report. While most MIT students do not place much value on the diversity of courses, an accounting change in allocation of course credit will not adequately address this problem. A boost in the status of humanities classes will require changes in the classes themselves.

The subcommittee correctly noted that preparation hours are difficult to assign accurately, creating a situation in which different combinations of classes have the same total unit value. The difficulty of estimating preparation hours and the current, somewhat arbitrary, allocation does not provide a reason for abandoning any attempt to weigh this factor in designating subject values, however.

The change in the accounting of subject credit must be made on the assumption that the actual amount of work required in the various classes will remain unchanged. The wide range of courses offered here requires highly different amounts of coursework. In order to be suited to MIT, a system for assigning values to subjects must address this diversity by allowing for flexibility in assigning academic weights to semesters, lecture courses, and laboratories.

The nature of MIT’s courses requires that variations in preparation time be considered in the assignment of academic credit; some attempt, no matter how inept, is better than nothing. The proposed system of subjects and half-subjects would divide the flexibility built into the current system without solving any of the problems cited by the Pace and Programs Subcommittee.

A return to a new, inflexible system of assigning academic credit, MIT should thoroughly review the current allocation of preparation hours and attempt to alter it to more accurately reflect reality. While a difficult modification of the status quo may not be as new or exciting a solution as that proposed, it is better suited to solving the problems at hand.

**Homecoming Queen contest too divisive**

The purpose of MIT’s Homecoming Weekend, according to the authors of this feature, is to create a focal point around which the MIT community can talk to express school spirit. The addition of a contest for Homecoming Queen to this year’s festivities, however, conflicts with this goal rather than furthering it.

While a seemingly small change, its implications are far-reaching in the minds of many members of the MIT community. Realizing this, the Social Committee has wisely decided to hold an open forum on the subject tonight. Such forums are often unsuccessful, however, tending to attract only those strongly in opposition to the proposed change.

A significant segment of the Institute community—men and women alike—clearly views a Homecoming Queen contest as a reflection of a set of values, which is inappropriate at MIT and at this time.

While the proposal was well-intentioned, it should be withdrawn in the face of any significant opposition on the part of the community the weekend is intended to unify. Anything else would sacrifice the weekend’s value to MIT just to maintain conformity with other school’s practices.

---

**Balancing personal priorities**

A persistent problem at schools with high academic standards such as MIT is the conflict felt by students trying to strive for scholastic excellence while balancing personal priorities. Many employers openly admit that MIT graduates suffer from what is generally called “burn out,” the result of too many all-nighters pulled too often. After a while, it seems that some students lose more of their self-confidence when they matriculated, even to the point of unoneasiness. One of the outside world.

No one at MIT needs to be told, that life at MIT is intense, and, by the same token, no one is going to tell MIT to lower their admissions criteria, that MIT graduates suffer from a time of growth and change; an atmosphere of continuous pressure may be the reason for MIT’s atmosphere is conducive to an at-tackers to most priorities. Many MIT students reconcile the simple reason that MIT’s atmosphere is conducive to an at-

MIT is now in a unique position to offer students a strong technical education in combination with a traditionally broad liberal arts experience, or what is now sometimes called “the new liberal arts.” The problem, once again, is that MIT’s hurried pace precludes many students from taking advantage of MIT’s advantages, academic as well as social, cultural, and athletic. Many MIT students reconcile their habitual life in the fast lane by pointing to conditions generated pressure to excel academically and self-generated pressure for the “right job” or “best” graduate school. There must be a better way.

One thing I’ve noticed is that, after a few years here, students tend to lose their perspective of things which used to be taken for granted in high school, including such necessities as sleep and well-balanced meals. Students seem to forget they must be a better way. What is needed, then, is a balance of commitments and recognition of priorities. At-

This is at least thinking about the changing nature of an MIT education.

MIT is now in a unique position to offer students a strong technical education in combination with a traditionally broad liberal arts experience, or what is now sometimes called “the new liberal arts.” The problem, once again, is that MIT’s hurried pace precludes many students from taking full advantage of MIT’s advantages, academic as well as social, cultural, and athletic. Many MIT students reconcile their habitual life in the fast lane by pointing to conditions generated pressure to excel academically and self-generated pressure for the “right job” or “best” graduate school. There must be a better way.

One thing I’ve noticed is that, after a few years here, students tend to lose their perspective of things which used to be taken for granted in high school, including such necessities as sleep and well-balanced meals. Students seem to forget they must be a better way. What is needed, then, is a balance of commitments and recognition of priorities. At-
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**Column/Ivan Fong**

**Dying to see to it that the poor are cared for...**

**that they are warm and secure...**

**clothed and sheltered...**

**all their needs are given care of...**

**...BUILD more prisons**

---

**I didn't always run around screaming the sky is falling...**

**Until one day I got a subscription to the GRAVILLER LETTER...**
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Specific purpose of Student Center unclear

By Tom Loredo

The Student Center was intended to function "primarily for students," though scheduling and allocation decisions are made through "joint cooperation between the Dean's Office and the SCC," according to Mei Chiu, chairman of the Student Center Committee (SCC).

Members of the SCC, the Dean's Office, and the Facilities Use Committee meet weekly to determine the allocation of the resources of the Student Center, according to Robert Holden, Associate Dean of Student Activities.

The Facilities Use Committee is an advisory committee to the Provost responsible for the determination of the use of MIT facilities by various groups on and off campus, according to committee chairman Dr. Louis Menand 3d. The SCC provides student input into the scheduling for Student Center space.

Censor Moran, Student Center Manager, noted that the use of the Student Center facilities by students, the administration and the community is monitored by computer. Holden said that though there is no rule governing the distribution of Student Center facility allocation, such data is used by the Dean's Office to enable them to be sensitive to whether the Student Center is satisfying the needs of the MIT community.

Menand described the allocation process as students and administration "always trying to accommodate one another." He noted that there is often negotiation between the SCC and the faculty regarding scheduling of Student Center space.

Holden said that "in terms of use," the Student Center is designed as a "series of functional spaces," but that the purpose of the building was intentionally made unclear so that its services could evolve to "enhance the quality of student life." He noted that the building was not thought of as an academic building.

Menand said that the Student Center is a building for students but sometimes is the only place something can be held.

The Julius Adams Stratton Student Center is "a building for students," according to Louis Menand, Jr. (The Tech file photo)

To those with the skill to do...
Motorola offers the freedom to imagine.

The achievements of Motorola's professionals continue to impact on the future of high technology electronics. Consider a career with a company that offers you the creative freedom to become involved in projects that enable others to communicate, control, monitor, protect, explore, entertain and more. Exciting challenges are available to degreed individuals in the following disciplines:

- Engineering: Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical
- Electrical Engineer
- Computer Science
- Material Science
- Engineering Physics
- Chemistry

Our representatives will be interviewing on campus on October 14 & 15, 1981.

Please schedule an interview through your college placement office.

Director, Corporate Staffing MOTOROLA INC.
Corporate Headquarters 200 E. Algonquin Road Schaumburg, IL 60196

equal opportunity/affirmative action employer

BE A PART OF THE CRUCIAL SEARCH FOR OIL AND GAS RESERVES.

Seismograph is looking for Field Service Engineers and Seismic Analyst Trainees. Requirements are a degree in the physical sciences - E.E., M.E., E.E.T., E.E. engineering science, mathematics, physics, geology, or geologic engineering — and an indomitable spirit that welcomes challenge.

Seismograph Service Corporation is an international geophysical exploration company involved in wireline services for oil and gas wells and the collection and formulation of raw seismic data.

Talk with us. Or write: Personnel Director, Box 1590, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102. Phone: 918-627-3330.

Seismograph Service Corporation

We will be on campus for interviews on October 12
Contact your placement office for an appointment and educational requirements.

Seismograph Service Corporation is an equal opportunity employer.
The amendment was challenged in court by a state education commissioner. Ralph Turlington, the lawyer who drafted the measure, said the amendment violated a provision in the state constitution prohibiting substandard legislation in the budget. The Circuit Court upheld the measure's constitutionality. Turlington is appealing the decision, and another suit has been brought by the Florida Task Force, a gay rights group. No funding has yet been cut as a result of the law, and the amendment would destroy the entire budget, and the measure became law.

The measure, drafted by State Representative Tom Bush and State Senator Alan Trask, became a separate bill, but was eventually passed as an amendment to the state budget. It was designed to drive gay rights groups off Florida campuses. Broad language, which includes all unmarried persons—heterosexual as well as homosexual—was incorporated to increase the law's chances of surviving challenges in court. A century-old Florida statute prohibiting fornication has been cited as justification for the funding restriction.

Final Examination schedules are now available in the Information Center, Room 7-121. Examinations not listed or a conflict in examination times must be reported to the Administration Office, Room E19-138, by Friday, October 23, 1981.

The Lecture Series Committee (LSC) will present a lecture by former Congresswoman Bella Abzug on Wednesday, October 14, at 8pm in Room 26-100. Admission is $1; tickets are available in lobby 10 and at LSC movies.

The Lecture Series Committee, Room 7-121. Examination times must be reported to the Administration Office, Room E19-138, by Friday, October 23, 1981.
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Employees organize NY Air boycott

By Charles Theuer

A group of New York Air employees recently organized a campaign to boycott the airline. Steve Lowry, a member of the Airline Pilots' Association, has condemned this in order to make this boycott effective his organization, which consists of more than 40,000 airline employees including flight attendants and members of the Teamsters Union, must appeal to college students who live in the Boston area and therefore might frequent the New York Air.

The basic problem, according to Lowry, is that New York Air is a company established by Frank Lorenzo through Texas International Air (TUI). Consequently, the contract dispute arises because there is a clause in the Texas contract, the scope clause, which prohibits the hiring of non-union members within any port of TUI company.

Lowry noted that the boycott should be more effective now that the situation involving the air traffic controller dispute is over. Previously, the New York Air boycott had been confined with the Air Traffic Controllers' petitioning demonstrations and was not as obvious an issue.

For more information, call Chuck Franklin collect at (617) 223-0551 or send resume to him at 470 Atlantic Avenue, 7th Floor, Boston, MA 02210.

You got the best camera.
You got the best film. Why didn't you get the best pictures?

A good film lab can make all the difference between good pictures and disappointing ones.

Here at PhotoQuick, we do just that by custom printing your film. That means we inspect each and every negative before it's printed. And make corrections if color balance and density—correctives that most likely wouldn't be made by a large processing lab with automatic equipment. Try PhotoQuick for your next roll of film. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised to find that we're not only better, we're faster!
Was (Not Was), on ZE Island Records. Siree the Beat (Dance Ze Dance), Frontiers Artists, on ZE Island Records.

As a matter of habit, I never listen to disco. So many people told me about the "new disco" being produced by the cool crowd at ZE Records (favorite label of the New York Times), that I finally decided it was time to give the stuff a listen. Previous releases on ZE left me cold — James Chance, the Conventions, and Kid Creole are too esoteric for me. I always felt that I had to be there. Fortunately, the two new releases (a sampler and a new artist) aren't alienating at all.

New York City Police estimates of six thousand disco fans were found to be considerably low when they were confronted by a three-decked, six-inch high, 120-db monster, and two guitar men who looked very much like Kid Creole and his gang. I was almost too excited to feel anything but an exhilaration of sensory overload. I was expecting innovative new disco, but what I received was mediocre, at best. Very, very weird, but unforgettable. In a similar vein, "Carry Me Back to Old Morocco" demands attention due to its sparkling Eastern-sounding synthesizer embellishments, another Was reprise, and the omnipresent psychotic lyrics:

I was never almost there
Trying hard to put a white hair
From the surface of the moon

How could you not love this type of insanity?

Not all that the Wassex touch turn to gold. "Who's Tomm skull's Heart Cees." Gerry Rafferty-go-disco ballad and "Oh, Mr. Friction," a rap philosophy fail miserably. The Wasse Should play the strong suit: sing you tunes themselves, lose the background singers, and keep to some of the drugs or whatever it is that inspires their madness.

I, almost forgot — not only is this a great album, but you can also dance to it. Go to it.

David Shaw

---

Do'a

Blues Soup
Celebrates Columbus Day
BERKLEE PERFORMANCE CENTER
October 12 7:30 56

Heady
Amaury de Riencourt
Everything about The Life of Dean Or
CREATION versus EVOLUTION
and
Lord Julian Grenfell
feel the beat from the dance floor
RICH WORLD versus POOR WORLD
For more information call 262-2130 or 262-4998

SCOTT

---

Getting Your Degree? CONGRATULATIONS!

(got somewhere to go?)

Career Placement Registry (CPR) Can Show the Way

If you're a senior, you'll be job hunting soon — everyone knows how much fun that is. 300 resumes... saving forever for stamps, . . . that letter to Dream Corp. you've written 12 times. You're beginning to wonder if you'll ever attract anyone's attention.

Why not let Dream Corp. come to you?

CPR could be the answer. We're an information service that will give over 10,000 employers in 64 countries access to your complete records. (Any idea how much stamps for 10,000 letters would cost?)

Here's how it works. You fill out a short form, listing your career and geographic preferences, your special skills, . . . This information is fed into the DIALOG Information Retrieval Service—a system used by businesses large and small, by research firms, accounting and insurance companies, publishers, advertising agencies, international and multinational corporations, most of the Fortune 1,000.

They'll come to you.

Information searchers are working 24/7 and are very good. They can do whatever you don't want to see done. They can, if you can afford it, keep your identity completely secret.

Now, if you want to have your attention...

They'll come to you.

If you want access, please fill out the coupon below. If you don't have what they want, you don't have to give them your attention.

Dear CPR: Please send me a student data entry form.

Name

University

Current mailing address...

City State Zip

CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY

302 Swann Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22301

---

Stanford MBA

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SF CAMPUS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

A select attache of the Stanford Graduate School of Business will be on campus to discuss with interested students the exceptional educational opportunity of the Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through The Career Planning and Placement Office

The Stanford MBA Program is a two-year general management course of studies designed for men and women who wish to develop management skills to meet the broad responsibilities required in both the private and public sectors today and in the future.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS STANFORD UNIVERSITY Stanford, California 94305

---
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I will issue a sampler of artists on labels that between your time and eight are in the grey area in sixteen cuts win big, three aren't worth finest on these slabs of vinyl. By my count, and semi-prominent groups strut their Twenty-seven internationally prominent album prices, not the $2 or $3 sampler rate. The Go-Go's "We Got the Beat," and Joan Jett's "Bad Reputation" both improve on the original versions. The lack of studio processing brings out a rough edge in the vocals that is normally lacking in female vocals and girl-groups. "We Got the Beat" is much better than the version on Bones and the Roses--there'sớtt more guitar work. "Bad Reputation" brings to mind that Joan's an ex-Runaway.

This is a song about taking orgasms" heralds the entry from the Au Pairs. "Come Again" is understated, with P.I. style scream-and-scream vocals. And, if you're interested, the answer is yes, very explicitly so.

"Where's Captain Kirk?" by Athletic Spazz '80 (last year's model) is indeed about your favorite (and mine) Star Trek person. It's in the same genre as "Monster Mash" and "General Hospital," although it's not as musically together either. It's just as fun, however, if not more so.

"The Pappet" is not on either of the Echo and the Bunnymen albums. This tune is post-Echo--a real drummer instead of the rhythm machine--and hails from the Psychadelic Furs school. The vocals here are less strained than Richard Butler's efforts.

If there's one song I must recommend for quality listening, it's Pere Ubu's "Birdies." It's artsy, it's strange, it's even got random bird calls. It's indescribably delicious--marginal. There must have its dogs and Ughh is no exception. "Dance" by Toyah Wilcox is danceable, but more pretentious than you can imagine. Kluss Nomi's "Total Eclipse" is operatic new wave--the two don't go together well at all. Also, slip "Down in the Park" by Gary Numan--if you just Bowie-like posturing, listen to Bowie.

These three losses should be relegated to the cut-out bin of your mind and left there. There are eight cuts that are not bad, per- but are flawed enough so that they don't win in their current form.

"Driven to Tears" is fine except for one thing: the chorus. It's like every other Police chorus--"I'll Ill" said. There's so great intro to music, the live versions are worth having. If you're into this type of dance, good fun, however, if not more so. Jools Holland's "Cheryl's Going Home" is just a bad performance. good tune, in particular, sounds fairly derivative--I expect to hear it in the Catskills some-

You can't go wrong here-just a very little of this set is poor. If you're into this type of music, this is the set for you. If you're not, this makes a great intro to "modern music".

Eric A. Sohn

Student Committee on Educational Policy

The next meeting of the Student Committee on Educational Policy will be on Wednesday, October 7, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in room 401. There will be discussions on unit chaplains, human resource training, department requirement limit, update of course evaluation, course guide and other topics. All questions contact: Lesley Saunders, S-2426
New Traditionalists. Devo on Warner Brothers Record.

Warning: You are about to read a new review of a tune that everyone has already reviewed. I approached this album with some skepticism because the packaging looked too slick, Freedom of Choice was commercial, but was a mistake from a stylistic standpoint. Red plastic has not a single copy made. That album was not devo—this one is.

Simply put, this is Devo's best work since Q: Are We Not Men? It is more polished than that effort and more adventurous and original than Freedom of Choice. In fact, there's not a single bad cut here. They all shine.

New Traditionalists examines parts of the devo world; the people, as well as the lifestyle, are subjected to close scrutiny. The first cut, "Through Being Cool," is snotty. My fingers are getting sore from all the snapping. The harmonies are lovely and the lyrics are superb. Our heroes are sick and tired of dealing with the "ninnies and the twits," and as always, Devo has the answer.

Put the tape on erase Hear yourself on the telephone you're the only one you have to please. "We always liked Picasso anyway Jerkin' Back 'n' Forth," the next cut, lusts out at people who try to dictate your life and your values to you. The tone of the tune is nasty:

There is a thought that keeps me thinking Like a stone inside my shoe It is a vision reoccurring A dirty window I can see you through. The song bubbles relentlessly forward, not in a heavy-metal sort of way, but dictated by horse-driven synth lines.

On side two, Devo attacks the problem of mediocrity in the modern world. They want to know how to do "The Super Thing." The vocals are wonderfully pompous and self-important, as they should be. The synthesizer riff punctuates the phrases perfectly and reinforces the pretentiousness of the piece.

"Beautiful World" is the hymn of the "ninnies and the people. It's sing-song, pleasant and the lyrics say how nice it is to live there. The vocalist is the Mongoloid who fits in perfectly because he "had a hut, and he had a job and he brought home the bacon."

There is one line that I can't quite make out that tells us a lot if my guess is right—it sounds like "Little girl with the new clothes on, you can match it to me all night long."

So that's what drives the population...I...I...I...I wasn't sure.

The other six cuts are just as fine, I assure you. The group has recaptured their vision of the future/present in fine form. This album is Devo's equivalent of the Tubo Remote Control, a near-flawless concept album. I pray the next one's as good.

Editor's note: devo (de 'vo) adj. 1. de-evolved, de-evolutionized, pertaining to, or related to, the concepts, ramifications, and results of the de-evolutionary process.

Eric A. Soln
official New Traditionalist
normal street clothes
Suitable for mutation.

---

No hype. Just some straight talk about achievement...and about the opportunity available with the achievers who are reshaping the world of microelectronics.

We developed the first semiconductor memory. Next came the news of a computer on a chip. Our recent announcement of the APX 432 micro mainframe represents another quantum leap in computer technology. We have achieved this success by cutting through the red tape, ignoring the status quo and giving talented people the space and support to try new ideas. We've prospered with this approach, and today, it is our standard.

Check out an Intel career. You'll get straight talk about rapid advancement. We'll explain how you'll have easy access to whatever level of management you need to do the job done right. And we'll discuss the advantages of choosing to work in Oregon, California, Arizona and Texas.

---

PUBLISHING SECRETARY

Rapidly growing publishing company specializing in medical and pharmaceutical sales training requires assistant to the president.

Primary responsibility for operating and managing WANG OIS 125 to support sales and course production. Immediate opening for experienced professional. Send resume to:

Dr. Charles Atkinson
Competence Assurance Systems Box 81
Cambridge 02138

---

SIGN UP FOR CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
OCTOBER 22 & 23

We want to have some straight talk with graduates. If you are unable to meet with our recruiters, send us your resume or a letter that outlines your education, work experience and your career aspirations. In care of "INTEL COLLEGE RELATIONS," to the location of your choice: Oregon, 5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97123; California, 3086 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051; Arizona, 5000 W. Williams Field Road, Chandler, AZ 85224; Texas, P.O. Box 8968, 12875 Research Blvd., Austin, TX 78776. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Dreamtime Tom Verlaine on Warner Brothers Records.

I don't know what they put in the water in 1977, but it sure worked. It was, if nothing else, a landmark year in musical releases—in reviewing Tom Verlaine's new album, Dreamtime, the whole frame of reference is NYC in 1977, the year when the underground first offered up its product. Blondie was shipping out "Rip Her to Shreds," the New York Dolls camped through "Back in the Jungle," and Tom Verlaine was part of Television, sobbing his way through Marquee Moors, Television's first album. With guitarist Richard Lloyd, Television and Verlaine started a good thing, but there's no copyright on musical direction and his imitators—or rather, those who expanded on his notion—did it better.

A strange problem for Verlaine is that his ability as a composer and musician, Television's music was support enough for Verlaine's slashing images and coked-up high-strung delivery. Here, however, on Dreamtime, the instrumentation is often weak; Verlaine compensates by pulling the vocal tracks down, resulting in a hazy mush that's more boring than it is dreary. It seems, too, that Verlaine has lost some of his decisiveness, that he no longer revels in his paranoid, David-Byrne-style encapsulation. His music has a new romanticism that his voice struggles—unsuccessfully—to match; this imbalance is the album's most notable defect and the thing against which Verlaine most struggles. A song like "Penetration" has lyrics of rare quality—"The stars are out, they're writing, on my brow. Your names, your qualities I could drink them/Deep Deep penetration/Deep Deep Penetration!"—and the song itself is far too thin to carry such rich imagery. On the other hand, "The Blue Room" has no lyrics (except for "Hi-Fi" repeated a few times) and the music is freed from Verlaine's lyrical demands. It's a slow, shadowy, almost instrumental that can be appreciated on its own merits.

"Always" and "Mr. Blur" re-work television's tension-formula most successfully—sharp, jagged guitar lines counterpoint indulgent sparkling crescendos. "Mary Marie" has the same up-tempo texture and shrill frustrated vocals that result in a sad, nostalgic feel like the best Television. But, it's not Television and that's the bottom line. It's unfortunate that all of Verlaine's work should have to be compared to his earlier band's efforts, but even he seems comatose on recapitulating that very individual sound.

Verlaine appears this Wednesday at the Paradise for the curious.

Sheena
Nowhere is the pressure greater to stay ahead of current technology than in the field of Automatic Test Equipment. It takes advanced hardware and software to test state-of-the-art devices at the limits of their performance. In this demanding industry, Fairchild is the leader. No one else comes close.

Fairchild engineers at AT&T thrive on individual challenge and share a common dedication to professional excellence. The systems and equipment they build are computers in themselves, computers so advanced that they are built from the advanced components they are designed to test.

If you want the challenge of leading edge computer hardware or software technology, your future could be here.

**Automatic Test Equipment**

**Analog and Components Products**

When you are a Fairchild engineer in an Analog and Components Division, you are never too far from the latest ideas in electronic technology. You are constantly learning, growing, and improving. And you are surrounded by a team of dedicated professionals who share your passion for excellence.

**Advanced Research and Development Laboratory**

Fairchild's Advanced Research and Development Laboratory has research opportunities for MS and PhD graduates. The atmosphere is charged with new ideas, new developments, and new expansions. The engineer in the Electronics Division, for example, is working on the latest advances in electronic design, signal processing, and artificial intelligence.

**The Engineer's Bulletin Board**

Taking a few minutes to review the latest position bulletin boards is one of the best ways to stay up-to-date on opportunities at Fairchild. Fairchild is a state-of-the-art company that takes pride in the professional excellence of its employees.
Introducing the new HP-12C

More Electronic Aids

Texas Instruments
TI 59 179.99
Mfg. Rebate 20.00
Your Cost 159.99
A revolutionary new advance in personal programmable calculators with computer-like capabilities perfect for professionals in business, science or engineering. Complete program editing and up to 960 program steps.

Sony

AM/FM
Dream Machine 49.99
An elegant slim-lined digital clock AM/FM radio with sleep timer and Dream Bar for sleeping and waking on your schedule.

Compact
Dream Machine 39.99
A handsome cube shaped AM/FM radio and digital clock with easy-to-read fluorescent-glow numerals. Convenient and stylish.
BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band.
Water polo team third in MIT invitational tournament

By Brian Schultz and David Tropp

Sailing — This past weekend, the women competed in the Single-\nheaded Championships here at MIT. One of MIT's female\nsailors, Ruth Heffernan '85, qualified for the finals, the only\nMIT woman to do so. In the finals held on Sunday, she started\nout strongly, holding 6th place at lunchtime. Unfortunately, she\nexpired in the last race and\nedged out in 12th place out of six\ntechnicalists.

Meanwhile, the men were busy\nsailing in three competitions. On\nSaturday, they finished 4th out of\nfourteen schools in the Tufts In\nnovation. In a two day competition for\nthe Danforth Trophy at Coast\nGuard, the men filled the 10th place\nfinish. Finally, on Sunday, they\novercame Brown's attack and\nfinished 4th out of fourteen schools in the\nHarvard Invitational.

Cross Country — On Saturday,\nthe men's cross country team\nhoused a meet with University of\nLowell. In a close contest, the\nEngineers topped it with a score of\n23-32. The women's team was busy\noutside at a multi-team meet at Franklin\nPark. The new team, consisting in\ntheir first meets, turned in a fine\nshowing and finished in third place\nwith 53 points, behind Tufts with\n53, and Brandeis who won with a score of 21.

- Crew — On Sunday, the MIT\nheavyweight crew placed 1st in\nthe East Coast Invitational at\nLowell to the Tuller River.\nReagan's in the Silver eights, or JV,\nevent.

MIT's boat emerged victorious\nover the three mile course in\nmen's sailing, finishing in 15:59.99\nover Boston University and Holy\nCross. In the Gold, or varsity, event,\nMIT came in second in 15:30.69\nbehind University Boston A at\n15:20.60. The other teams in the\nevent were: third place, BU (B);\nfourth place, University of\nLowell; and fifth, Holy Cross.

Both boats rowed strongly in\nwater that was occasionally quite\nrough. All of MIT's varsity crews\nwere rowing in the Head-of-the-\nCharles on October 18.

Field Hockey — The field\nhockey team can't seem to get\nback on the track as they lost to\nClark I-0 in a game played here\non Saturday at Steinbruner\nStadium. The team now has a\nrecord of 2-4.

Volleyball and Tennis — The\nvolleyball team beat Smith Col-\nlege on Saturday, two games to\none. In the Greater Boston\nChampionships held at Harvard \nthis past weekend, the women's\ntennis team finished in 6th place\noverall.

Sports update

Computer Science & Electrical Engineering Majors ...

ROLM, with locations in the San Francisco Bay Area and Austin, Texas seeks talented individuals interested in:

SOFTWARE
- Real-Time Distributed Computing
- Operating Systems
- Data Base Management Systems
- Data Communications
- Diagnostics
- Electronic Mail
- Software Tools: Compilers, Debuggers, etc.
- Test Engineering

HARDWARE
- Data Communications
- Digital and Analog Design
- Microprocessor Applications
- Telephony
- Production Engineering
- Test Engineering

ROLM Corporation, founded in 1984, has grown 50% per year, currently houses 4400 employees. ROLM is the leading independent supplier of computer-controlled voice and data communications systems. Included in ROLM's outstanding benefits package is a three month paid sabbatical after six years (and every seven years thereafter); Company Paid Tuition for graduate study at Stanford and other area universities. Employees can take advantage of flexible working hours to use ROLM's million dollar recreational facility which includes tennis courts, racquetballs courts, basketball, exercise room, volleyball, swimming pools, racquetball courts, sauna, steam room and Jacuzzi.

On Campus Interviews

Tuesday, November 3, 1981

Meet with Software and Hardware Engineers in the Placement Center. See our Company Literature in the Placement Center.

If unable to attend an interview, send resume to: Gibbon Anderson, Manager, Recruiting & Training, ROLM Corporation, 4900 Old US 50, Santa Clara, CA 95050. We are an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

LEARN TO FLY

If your objectives include conquering once-in-a-lifetime challenges, accepting more responsibility for your future and enjoying a life of adventure, Naval Aviation could be the answer.

If you can meet our high standards, have vision correctable to 20/20 and are ready to undergo the greatest flight training in the world — Naval Aviation can offer you unusually attractive benefits. A starting salary to $15,800 that increases to $26,000 in 4 years. Free medical and dental care. Opportunity for travel. Guaranteed flight training (Sophomore-Senior years).

NAVAL OFFICER PROGRAMS
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210

Name:
School:
Class:

Redeem this coupon with your placement officer for a challenging future.

I would like to arrange an interview with the above candidate.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1981

ROLM CORPORATION

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS M.B.A.

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited

Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and PhD Programs and to ask any questions about the curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career opportunities available in the following fields of management:

- Finance
- Health Administration
- Economics
- Public and NonProfit
- Marketing
- Human Resources
- Accounting
- Management Science
- General Management

Policy

ACADEMIA
Call 354-6110

Los grupos mas pequeños en la ciudad.

The smallest groups in town, in Spanish and many other languages.

Academia offers the smallest conversational language classes in Boston — only 1 to 8 people per class. That means more opportunity for your friend to practice, and for our instructors to be available for intensive lan- guage training. Traveling with a friend? Ask about the "two for one" special on private instruction. Call 354-6110

ACADEMIA

Call 354-6110
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Football loses to Worcester despite highest scoring yet

By Martin Dickan

The MIT Engineers produced their highest scoring game of the season Saturday afternoon but turnovers early in the game gave the visiting Worcester State Lancers a 49-28 victory.

On MIT's first play of the game, Worcester's Tom Hendrickson intercepted a Harvey Steinger pass and ran it in for the score. The Lancers got their second touchdown later, this time 13 yards out on an interception of a Kevin Garvey pass.

The second half was the same story, with both teams unable to score. The only score of the half came on a touchdown run made which made the score 30-14.

The fourth period was not exactly an example of strong defensive work on the part of either team, and this time Worcester scored five seconds into the period. MIT then went 58 yards for another touchdown by Martielli. Two minutes later Worcester scored another touchdown, and two minutes later yet another. MIT was to have the last word, however.

MIT had just put together a forty-two yard drive to the Lancers' eighteen, when it appeared as if Martielli were going to be sacked for a huge loss. He miraculously broke tackles, however, and ended up with a thirteen yard gain. Three plays later Harvey Steinger brought the ball in from the one to make the score 49-28 with only thirty seconds to go.

MIT Head Coach Dwight Smith was not pleased with the outcome of the game. "We beat ourselves with the turnovers in the first quarter," he explained. "They weren't that much better than we were." Part of MIT's turnovers can be blamed on the new "Beaver Gun." For the first time this season MIT employed the shotgun. While the play succeeded in confusing the Lancers, it also caused a lot of fumbles and juggled balls. MIT should have good success with it in the future, however.

The Engineers have next weekend off. They then go to Bentley for a 1pm game the following weekend. The Engineers' next home game will be the homecoming game on October 25.